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Abstract 
The paper presents a new method which produces a regular map M on an orientable surface 
via a Sachs triangulation of a permutation group generated by the rotation-involution pair of 
a certain smaller and simpler irregular map called dessin d'enfant. A regular map M is said to 
have type {p,q} if p is its vertex degree and q its face size. In Voss (1997), this method has 
been used in constructing a labelled reflexible regular map of type {p,q} of a closed oriented 
surface for all face sizes q~>3 and all vertex degrees p~> 3q. Here this method is applied to 
constructing infinite sequences of labelled reflexible regular maps on type {p, q} for all face sizes 
q >~ 3 and all vertex degrees p with p/> q + 4, if q ~> 4, and p ~> 9, p ~ 11, if q = 3 (Theorems 4
and 5). Similar methods can be found in Jendrol' et al. (1997) and Archdeacon et al. (1997) 
(~ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved 
0. Introduction 
Throughout his paper only maps on closed oriented surfaces are considered. A map 
M is called regular i f  the 1-rotation of each face (i.e. a rotation one step clockwise or 
counterclockwise) and the rotation around the middle of  each edge are automorphisms 
of  M. In a regular map M all vertices have the same degree, say p, and all faces have 
the same size, say q. The regular map M is said to be of  type {p,q}, where the first 
and the second coordinates denote the vertex degree and face size, respectively. 
In 1974, Gr/inbaum [5] conjectured that a finite regular map of type {p,q} exists 
for each p>~3 and q>~3. In 1983, Vince [10] proved a generalization of  Gr/inbaum's 
conjecture using Mal 'cev 's  theorem about groups of  matrices. Gray and Wilson [3] 
proved Gr/inbaum's conjecture by presenting a construction in permutation group theory 
in 1990. 
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In 1963, Sachs [7] developed the concept of describing finite groups by triangulations 
of closed oriented surfaces (for a survey see [1 1]). This description provides a simple 
construction of a 2-rotary triangulation of a closed oriented surface from a pair of 
non-commuting elements of a group G. 
We apply the construction of Sachs to groups G generated by certain non-commuting 
permutations arising from relatively simple maps on closed oriented surfaces, called 
'dessins d'enfant'. 
In [13] this method has been used in constructing a labelled reflexible regular map of 
type {p,q} of a closed oriented surface for all face sizes q~>3 and all vertex degrees 
p>~ 3q. 
Here the method of [13] will be used in constructing infinite sequences of labelled 
reflexible regular maps on type {p, q} for all face sizes q ~> 3 and all vertex degrees p, 
with p>~q+4, if q~>4, and p~9,p¢  11, if q=3.  Thus, for these values of p and q 
an altemative method of settling Griinbaum's conjecture is presented. The main results 
are formulated in Theorems 4 and 5. 
Different methods of constructing infinite sequences of regular maps on given 
type with the help of dessins d'enfant are due to Jendrol' et al. [6] and Archdeacon 
et al. [1]. 
1. Sachs triangulations 
Let f be a mapping of the vertex set of a map M into a finite group G. The mapping 
f is said to be a 9roup labellin9 if for each face F of M it holds that: 
(i) the group elements assigned to the vertices of F are pairwise distinct; 
(ii) the counterclockwise product of these elements around the boundary of F is the 
identity e of G. 
If there are no two distinct edges having the same labels at their endvertices then 
the group labelling f is called a Sachs labelling. A map M with a Sachs labelling f
is a Sachs map; it is called a Sachs triangulation, if every face is a triangle. 
In [13, 1 1] a method has been presented how to find to each finite group G all Sachs 
triangulations labelled by elements of G. Next, the fundamentals of this theory will be 
presented in more details. 
Let G be a finite group. 
A triple (x,y,z) of elements x,y, zEG is said to be regular if xCy¢zCx  and 
xyz=e. With xyz=e also yzx=e and zxy=e. If (x,y,z) is a regular triple then the 
triple (y,x,z I) with z' =(yx)  -1 is regular, too. 
To each regular triple (x,y,z) an oriented triangle A(x,y,z) with arcs (x, y), (y,z), 
(z,x) and vertices x,y,z is assigned so that A(x,y,z)=A(x' ,y ' ,z  ~) if and only if 
(x', y', z') E {(x, y, z), (y, z, x), (z, x, y)}; otherwise A(x, y, z) and A(x', y', z') are disjoint 
(Fig. 1). 
In the set 27 of all triangles obtained this way an are occurs at most once. If (x, y) 
is in some triangle of 2; then (y,x) is in a triangle of 27, too. 
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In the sense of combinatorial topology, oppositely directed arcs (x,y), (y,x) 
are identified so that an edge Ix, y] is obtained (Fig. 2). Identifying step by step 
all oppositely directed arcs, triangulations of closed oriented surfaces are 
obtained. 
If  the elements x, y of the regular triple (x, y, z) commute then xyz = yxz = e and the 
triangulation T is formed by the two triangles A(x,y,z) and A(y,x,z) only. Hence, 
T is the sphere with a 3-cycle on it which triangulates that sphere. It is called the 
trivial triangulation. 
Consequently, in what follows, we shall only consider non-commutin 9 pairs of ele- 
ments of G. In fact, two non-commuting elements x, y form with z = (xy)- 1 a regular 
triple (x,y,z). Thus, to each pair of non-commuting elements x and y of G there 
corresponds a non-trivial Sachs triangulation T(x, y). As an example, consider the oc- 
tahedron T((12)(34),(1234)) with the non-commuting pair of permutations (12)(34) 
and (1234), presented in Fig. 3. 
From [13] we know that if T has such a Sachs labelling q~, then T is a 2-rotary 
map, i.e., for each vertex X there is an automorphism a x so that aZ(X)=X is fixed 
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and all neighbours of X are rotated over two sectors around X. Let A2(T) denote the 
subgroup of the automorphism group of T, generated by these 2-rotations. 
2. Construction of Sachs triangulations from dessins d'enfant 
Grothendieck's dessins, known also under the name 'dessins d'enfant', are used in 
the study of the so-called absolute Galois group over the rationals. Their name comes 
from the fact that they are usually simple tree-like plane drawings which in some way 
encode the structure of hypermaps associated with some complex functions over the 
algebraic losure of the rationals. In what follows, we borrow the idea of representing 
large and complicated maps by means of their covering spaces which are much simpler; 
these will be our 'dessins d'enfant'. 
In this paper a dessin d'enfant D is a map of an oriented closed surface with 
semiedges allowed. A semiedge is an edge starting in a vertex and ending in no vertex 
(see Fig. 5). Since D is a map the underlying graph is connected. 
To each such map D three permutations on the set of the arcs of D are assigned, 
namely, the edge inversion L, the edge rotation R and the face boundary permuta- 
tion B. 
In order to define these permutations, each edge is replaced by two oppositely di- 
rected arcs; each semiedge at vertex P is replaced by an arc leaving P and ending in 
an auxiliary pendant point which does not count as a vertex. 
The edge rotation R is the permutation of D which, for any vertex V, sends an arc 
leaving V to the arc leaving V obtained by a 1-rotation around V counterclockwise. 
The edge inversion L of D consists of all transpositions (i,j) such that the arcs i,j 
belong to the same edge. 
The boundary of a face F consists of all arcs bounding F in the counterclockwise 
sense. The cycles of the boundary permutation B are the (counterclockwise traversed) 
face boundaries of the map. 
Let the arcs of D be denoted 1,2 . . . . .  n. Then R, L, and B are permutations of the 
symbols 1,2 . . . . .  n (see Figs. 4 and 5). In the figures the label of an arc a is put in the 
face bounding a from the left. Even if the dessins d'enfant are drawn without arrows, 
the direction of each arc can thus easily be determined. 
In the following this situation will be interpreted as follows. Let D be a dessin 
d'enfant with a labelling l of its n arcs by 1,2 . . . . .  n, denoted by (D,I), where l is 
a bijection of the arc set of D onto { 1,2 . . . . .  n}. In D let the arcs of D be fixed and 
only the labels of the arcs be shifted under the actions of R, L, and B. So R is now 
obtained by the counterclockwise 1-rotations of the labels of the leaving arcs around 
all vertices of D, the permutation L consists of all transpositions (i,j) of labels i,j of 
arcs forming the same edge, and B is obtained by the counterclockwise 1-rotations of 
the labels of the bounding arcs of all faces of the dessin d'enfant D. 
Let (D, l) be a dessin d'enfant D with a labelling l of its arcs, and let R, L, and B 
be the edge rotation, the edge inversion and the boundary permutation of (D, l), respec- 
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tively. Recall that we always have RLB = e, and hence if these permutations are pair- 
wise distinct, then the triple is regular. In what follows, we assume that R, L, and B are 
pairwise distinct, hence giving rise to a Sachs triangulation T(R, L )= T(L, B )= T(B, R) 
also denoted by T(D, l). 
Given a labelled dessin d'enfant (D, l), we denote the triangle with vertices R, L 
and B by A = A(D, 1). 
If A can be mapped by a sequence of 2-rotations onto a triangle A', then there 
exists a labelling l' of D such that the permutations assigned to the vertices of A' are 
the edge rotation R', the edge inversion L', and the boundary permutation B' of (D, 1'). 
In Fig. 6 we have presented the triangulation T(DI, I1 ), where (Dl, Ii ) is the labelled 
dessin d'enfant of Fig. 4. In order to get the triangulation T(DI, ll ) = T((124), (14)(23)) 
of the sphere in Fig. 6 the left-hand part has to be put above the right-hand part, and 
the outer cycles have to be identified (permutations are depicted without parantheses, 
different cycles of the permutations are separated by a line). Each labelled (D, I) is de- 
picted in the triangle, to which it is related. The Sachs triangulation T(DI, 1~ ) belongs 
to the symmetric group $4 on four letters. 
Obviously, the labellings of D which are assigned to triangles of T(D, I) form an 
orbit of the group {R, L, B}, the subgroup of the symmetric group S,, of n letters, 
generated by R, L, and B. 
Let A again denote the triangle to which the labelled dessin d'enfant (D, I) is related. 
We shall be interested in finding a way to identify labellings l' of D with triangles 
A' of T. These triangles A' and these labellings l' of D can recursively be determined 
by means of the following rules: 
Rule I: Edge rotation at the vertex R: 2-rotate the triangle A of T counterclockwise 
around R and apply R to (D, l), i.e., shift the labels of (D, l) around each vertex of D 
according to R. Then the new labelled dessin d'enfant (D, 1') belongs to the triangle A' 
so obtained. The resulting labelling l' is connected with the labelling ! by l '=  lR-l 
where 1R-l(a)=R-11(a) for each arc a of D. 
Rule II: Edge inversion at the vertex L: 2-rotate the triangle A of T counterclockwise 
around L and apply L to (D, l), i.e., exchange the labels of each pair of arcs of (D, l) 
belonging to the same edge. Then the new labelled dessin d'enfant (D, I') is assigned 
to the triangle A' so obtained. The resulting labelling l' is connected with the labelling 
l by f= IL - l .  
Rule III: Boundary shifting at the vertex B: 2-rotate the triangle A of T counter- 
clockwise around B and apply B to (D, I), i.e., shift the labels around each face of 
(D, l) according to B. Then the new labelled dessin d'enfant (D, l ~) is assigned to the 
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triangle A' so obtained. The resulting labelling l~ is connected with the labelling l by 
l I = lB -1 " 
We illustrate these rules with the help of the Sachs triangulation T((124),(14)(23)) 
of Fig. 6. We start with the dessin d'enfant (D1, lj ) of the triangle A = A((124),(14) 
(23),(123)), presented in Fig. 4, and apply rule I. The counterclockwise 2-rotation 
of the neighbourhood of the vertex (124) maps the triangle A onto the triangle 
A~=A((124),(13)(24),(134)). The labelling l~l of the dessin d'enfant (Dl,l~) as- 
signed to A ~ is obtained by applying the edge-rotation R=(124) to (Dj, l l ) ,  i.e., 
change the labels of (Dl, 11 ) according to the permutation R= (124). The rules II and 
III act similarly. 
By this method D can be spread over the whole triangulation, having different la- 
bellings at different triangles. Moreover, these rules give us a new method of construct- 
ing the Sachs triangulation T(R, L )= T(D, l). 
If there is an orientation-preserving, label-preserving homeomorphism of (D, l) onto 
(D, l ~) (i.e. image and preimage of each arc have the same labels), then R,L, and B 
of (D, l)  and R~,U,ff  of (D,l  ~) are equal, i.e., R=R ~, L=L ' ,  and B=f f  . 
The converse is also true. 
3. Constructions of regular maps with group labellings 
Let (D, l) be again a dessin d'enfant D with a labelling I of its arcs, and let R,L, and 
B be the edge rotation, the edge inversion and the boundary permutation of (D, l), re- 
spectively. Let T(D, l) denote the Sachs triangulation, generated by the dessin d'enfant 
(D, l). Let A2(T(D, l)) denote the subgroup of the automorphismgroup of T(D, I), gen- 
erated by the 2-rotations of T(D, l). 
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Throughout his section we assume, that R,L, and B are pairwise non-commuting 
permutations, which are non-conjugate in the group (R, L,B), the subgroup of the sym- 
metric group S,, of n letters generated by R,L, and B. In [13] it has been shown that 
this implies that the Sachs triangulation T(D, l)= T(R,L,B) has three different vertex 
orbits O(R), O(L) and O(B) of A2(T(D, l)), and a labelled D is only assigned to each 
second triangle of T(D, l). Since R and L do not commute T(D, l) is not a trivial 
Sachs triangulation. Hence, all vertices of T(D, l) have even valencies greater than 
two. Further, it is shown that the vertices of O(L) have valency 4. 
Next, all vertices of O(R) of T are deleted. In the remaining map each vertex of 
O(L) has degree 2. If  each of these vertices together with its two incident edges is 
replaced by an edge then the partial map TR of T is obtained. 
The partial map T~ of T is obtained in a similar way. 
We apply these constructions to the Sachs triangulation T(Dl,ll) of Fig. 6 
with R=(124) ,  L=(14)(23),  B=(123).  These permutations belong to the triangle 
A ---- A(R, L, B) = A((124), (14)(23), (123)). 
The vertices depicted as quadrangles form the orbit O(R), the vertices presented as 
simple crossings form the orbit O(L), and the vertices drawn as circles form the orbit 
O(B). Then O(B) is the vertex set of the partial map TR and O(R) is the vertex set 
of the partial map TB. They are both tetrahedrons ( ee Fig. 7). 
Since the Sachs triangulation T(D, 1) is a 2-rotary map, we obtain 
Theorem 1. Let (D, l) be a dessin d'enfant and let T(D, l) be the corresponding 
Sachs triangulation. Let R,L, and B be pairwise non-commuting permutations, which 
are non-conjugate in the group (R,L,B). Then the partial maps TR and TB of T(D, l) 
are dual regular maps. 
Proof. A 1-rotation of TR around a vertex corresponds to a 2-rotation of T around 
a vertex of O(B), a rotation around the middle of an edge of TR corresponds to a 
2-rotation of T around a vertex of O(L), and a 1-rotation around the center of a face 
of TR corresponds to a 2-rotation of T around a vertex of O(R). 
The map TB can be handled similarly. 
By our construction, T has a Sachs labelling. The question of what kind of labellings 
of TR and TB can be derived from the labelling of T has been answered in [13]. 
Theorem 2. If  the boundaries of the faces of TR, or TB have even length then the 
counterclockwise product of the group elements of the boundary of each face is the 
identity. I f  the boundaries of the faces of TR or TB have odd length then, replacing 
each group element by its square, the counterclockwise product of the squares around 
the boundary of each .face is the identity. 
In Fig. 8 the partial triangulations TR and TB of T(D1, Ii ) of Fig. 7 are presented. 
The 'old labels' of TR and TB from Fig. 7 do not form a group labelling, but the 
'new labels' form even a Sachs labelling, where each 'new label' is the square of the 
corresponding old one. 
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Fig. 7. The partial triangulations of T(DI, lj ). 
T R with old labels T with new labels R 
T with new labels 
B 
Fig. 8. The partial triangulations of T(DI, ll ). 
T B with old labels 
4. Construction of the required dessins d'enfant 
In what follows, the presented dessins d'enfant are reflexible maps with vertex 
degrees 1 and q and face sizes 1 and p. First, we consider the case when q is an 
even integer. 
4.1. Construction of dessins d'enfant of even vertex degrees 
The construction starts with the following quadrangulation D s of the toms: D s is 
obtained from a cycle C2s of length 2s by adding a loop to each vertex so that the 
loop surrounds the ring of the toms, where C2s surrounds the hole of  the ring (see 
Fig. 9). 
In Fig. 10 this embedding is presented in the usual way as a polygon, that is, the 
opposite sides of  the rectangle have to be identified. 
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First the case q = 4 is considered. 
According to Fig. 11 we insert into each quadrangle t vertex disjoint loops, where t 
is a positive integer. The obtained essin d'enfant is denoted by D~, p, p - -4+ 3t, which 
has vertex degrees 1 and 4 and face sizes 1 and p (see the dessins d'enfant O~,7,O~,lo 
and D ~ of Fig. 11). Obviously, the dessins d'enfant so obtained are reflexible (a 4,13 
reflection at the vertical middle axis is an orientation reversing automorphism). In 
order to handle the cases p = 4 + 3t + 1 and p = 4 + 3t + 2, in each face one of the 
loops of  D~,a+3t is replaced with two semiedges, or with one semiedge and a usual 
edge, respectively (see Fig. 11 ); the replacement is to be made so that the new dessins 
d'enfant are again reflexible. 
Thus, in all cases a reflexible dessin d'enfant D~.p of degrees 1 and 4 and all face 
sizes 1 and p, p ~> 7, are found. 
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Fig. 12. Torus O~,p ,  14~>p~>lO. 
The cases of  even degree greater than 4 can be handled in the same way. The main 
idea is to add loops and semiedges to D~,p so that the valency of  each 'branch' vertex 
is enlarged from 4 to an even q~>6 and the new dessin d'enfant is again reflexible. 
Compare the case q = 6 of  Fig. 12 with the case q = 4 of Fig. 11. A precise technical 
description of  this construction is given in Section 6. 
The dessin d'enfant Dq, p so  obtained is a reflexible map with vertex degrees 1 and 
q and face sizes 1 and p, where s/> 3, q ~> 4, q even, and p ~>q ÷ 4. 
4.2. Construction of dessins d'enfant of odd vertex degrees 
The construction starts with the following sexangulation H s of  the toms. 
Let Z s be the graph consisting of  two cycles C8s=(XI,X2 . . . . .  Xss,X1) and 
C~.~=(X(,X~ . . . . .  X~s,X() and joining edges (X/,Xi~), l<~i<~8s. Then H s is the 
embedding ofZ  s in the torus so that C8~ and C~ surround the hole and (X2k_l,X~k_l) 
surround the ring of  the toms from one side and (X2k,X~k) from the other side 
(see Fig. 13). 
In Fig. 14 this embedding is presented as a polygon in the usual way (opposite sides 
of  the rectangle have to be identified). 
First, the case q = 3 is considered. 
According to Fig. 15 we insert into each sexangle t semiedges, where t is a positive 
integer. The resulting dessin d'enfant is denoted by D~,p, p = 6 + 3t, which has vertex 
degrees 1 and 3 and face sizes 1 and p (see the dessins d'enfant D~, 9, DS3,12 and 
D s of  Fig. 15). Obviously, the dessins d'enfant so obtained are reflexible. In order 3,15 
to handle the cases p = 6 + 3t + 1 and p = 6 + 3t + 2, in each face one or two of the 
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semiedges, of D~,6+3t , respectively, are changed to usual edges by adding a vertex of 
degree 1 (see Fig. 15). 
Thus, in all cases a dessin d'enfant DS3,p of  degrees 1 and 3 and all face sizes 1 and 
p, p>~9, pC  11, are found. 
The cases of  odd degree greater than 3 can be handled in the same way. The 
main idea is to add loops and semiedges o that the valency of  each 'branch' vertex 
is enlarged from 3 to an odd q~>5 and the new dessin d'enfant is again reflexible. 
Compare the case q -- 5 of Fig. 16 with the case q = 3 of  Fig. 15. A precise technical 
description of  this construction is given in Section 6. 
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The dessin d'enfant Dq.p so obtained is a reflexible map with vertex degrees 1 and 
q and face sizes 1 and p, where s~>3, q>~3, q odd; and p>~3(q + 3)/2, if q>~5, and 
p~>9, p¢ l l ,  i fq=3.  
We summarize the preceding facts in 
Theorem 3. The dessin d'enfant Dq,p is a reflexible map of a closed oriented 
surface having vertex degrees 1 and q and face sizes 1 and p, where s>~3, q>~3; and 
p>~q+4 if q>~4 is even, and p>~3(q+ 3)/2 if q>~5 is odd, and p>~9, p¢ l l ,  if 
q=3.  Moreover, Dq, p has no nontrivial orientation-preserving homeomorphism 
onto itself if q is even, and it has precisely one nontrivial automorphism which can 
be extended to an orientation-preserving horneomorphisrn onto itself if q is odd. 
In Dq, p the edge rotation R, the edge inversion L and the boundary permutation B 
do not commute. 
Besides cycles of length 1 the permutation R consists only of cycles of length q, 
L consists only of cycles of length 2, and B consists only of cycles of lengths 1 and 
p. Hence, R,L, and B have orders q, 2, and p, respectively. Thus, they have different 
cycle structures and are non-conjugate. In [13] it has been shown that this implies that 
the Sachs triangulation T(D, l )= T(R, L,B) has three different vertex orbits O(R), O(L) 
and O(B), and a labelled D is only assigned to each second triangle of T(D, l). 
Next, we shall investigate the valencies of T(D, 1). 
If X is a fixed vertex of T(D, l) then all labelled dessins d'enfant appearing in 
the basic disc K(X)  around X are obtained by 2-rotating one of them around X and 
applying precisely one of the rules I-IlI. 
Let A be one of the triangles of K(X)  to which a dessin d'enfant is assigned. Let 
(D, l) denote the dessin d'enfant of A. 
These 2-rotations end when the first time a labelling l' of D is obtained escribing 
the same permutations as (D, l). Hence A is reached and (D, l') can be obtained from 
(D,l) by an orientation-preserving, label-preserving homeomorphism of (D,l) onto 
(D, l'). 
This observations imply that the valencies are all even, namely, v(T:R)=2q,  
v(T :L )=4 and v(T :B)=2p (this is trivial for even q because Dq, p has no non- 
trivial orientation-preserving homeomorphism; this can easily be checked for odd q 
S because Dq, p has precisely one non-trivial isomorphism which can be extended to an 
orientation-preserving homeomorphism). Hence, the partial maps TR and T8 exist. The 
vertices and faces of TR have valency p and size q, respectively; the 
vertices and faces of TB have valency q and size p, respectively. 
5. The main result 
We now state and prove the main result of  the paper. 
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Theorem 4. The family {TR(Oq, p)}s>~3, q>~3; where p>~q + 4, if q is even, and 
p>>.3(q + 5)/2, if q>~5 is odd, and p>~9, p¢ l l ,  if q=3,  is an infinite sequence 
of reflexible regular maps on type {p,q} on closed oriented surfaces. Moreover, for 
each integer q >~ 3 and each odd integer p >~ (3q + 5)/2 a group labelling of TR(Dq, p ) is 
obtained by replacing each label B with its square B 2. Further, for each even integer 
q >>. 4 and each integer p >~ q + 4 the original labels form a group labelling. 
A similar result can be deduced for the family {TB(Dq, p)}s~>3: 
Theorem 5. The family {TB(Dq, p)}s~>3, q~>3; where p>~q ÷ 4, if q is even, and 
p~>3(q+ 5)/2, if q>75 is odd, and p>~9, p¢ l l ,  if q=3,  is an infinite sequence 
of reflexible regular maps on type {q, p} on closed oriented surfaces. Moreover, 
for each odd integer q>-3 and each integer p>~(3q + 5)/2 a group labelling of 
TB(Dq, p) is obtained by replacing each label R with its square R 2. Further, for 
each integer q >>. 4 and each even integer p >1 q + 4 the original labels form a group 
labelling. 
The regularity of TR(Oq, p) and the existence of a group labelling are implied by 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
In [13] the following has been proved that if the dessin d'enfant D is reflexible then 
T is refiexible, too. It only remains to prove that {TR(Dq, p)}s>~3 is infinite for fixed q 
and p. This will be done by the following observations. 
If there is an orientation-preserving, label-preserving homeomorphism of (D, l) onto 
(D, l t) (i.e. image and preimage of each arc have the same labels), then R,L, and B 
of (D,l) and R~,Lt, B ~ of (D,F) are equal, i.e., R=R ~, L=U,  and B=Bq 
The converse is also true: if R,L, and B of (D, l) and Rt,U, f f  of (D, F) are equal 
then there is an orientation-preserving, label-preserving homeomorphism of (D, l) onto 
(D, F). This follows from the well known fact: 'if R and L are given permutations 
with L 2-- e then the labelled dessin d'enfant with edge rotation R and edge inversion 
L is combinatorially unique'. 
The dessin d'enfant (D, l) can easily be constructed from R and L; the permutation 
B with RLB = e is the boundary permutation of (D, l). 
Since in any two distinct riangles of T(D, l) the sets of assigned group elements are 
different, there is no orientation-preserving, label-preserving homeomorphism between 
two labelled dessins d'enfant belonging to different riangles of T(D, l). 
Using these observations it is easy to determine the number f (T (D,  l)) of faces of 
T(D, l). 
Let W(D, l) denote the set of all different labellings of D which are obtained from 
I by successively applying rules I-III. Let Wt(D, l) denote a maximum subset of 
W(D, l) so that for all I t, l" E Wt(D, l), F ~ l", there is no orientation-preserving, label- 
preserving homeomorphism of (D, F) onto (D, l"). 
At the beginning of Section 3 we stated that a labelled dessin d'enfant D is only 
assigned to each second triangle of T(D, I). 
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The proofs of the next three assertions are simple and therefore omitted: 
f (T(D,  l)) = 2] W'(D, I)]. (1) 
If (D, l) has no nontrivial homeomorphism onto itself, then 
W'(D, I )=W(D,I )  and f(T(D,I))=2IW(D,I)] .  (2) 
If A(D) denotes the set of all graph automorphisms of D which can be extended to 
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, then 
f (T(D, l)) ~ 21W(D, I)]/]A(D)]. (3) 
By rules I- I I I  every arc of D can be transformed into any arc of D. Therefore, the 
label 1 can be transformed to each arc of D and ]W(D, l)] ~>2e(D), where e(D) denotes 
the number of edges o lD .  With (1)- (3)  this implies. 
Proposition 6. 
f ( T( D, l ) ) >~ 21W (D, I )]/]A( D )I >~ 4e( D )/ tA( D )[. 
The proof of the following proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Proposition 7. The set {TR(Dq,p)}s>3 is infinite. 
Proof. Since ]A(D')] ~<2 the Proposition 6 implies 
f (T (D  ~, l)) >~ 4e(D" ) / I A (D '~ )t >~ 2e(D"), 
where D ~ = D,ip. 
Obviously, f(TR(D ~, l)) = f (T(D' ,  l))/6 >~e(D')/3. 
Hence, with s ~ v¢ also e(D ~) ~ c~o and f(T(DS)) ~ oc. [] 
The definitions of the partial maps TR and rib imply: 
Theorem 8. The Sachs triangulation T(Dq, p) is a barycentric subdivision of the 
regular partial map TR(Dq, p) of type {p,q} and also of the regular partial map 
Ts(Dq, p) of type {q,p}. 
S 6. The dessins d'enfant Dq,p 
Here we give the technical details of the construction of D~,p for the cases q>~5. 
6.1. Dessins d'enfant of even vertex degrees 
The construction generalizes the case q = 4 to all even q ~> 6. It starts with the quad- 
rangulation D ~ of the torus (see Figs. 9 and 10). 
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Let k >~ 3 be an integer and q/> 4 be an even integer. Let pk be a path with k vertices, 
k~>3. The graph Pk is obtained from p~ by adding (q -2 ) /2  loops to each inner vertex 
and Lq/4J - 1 loops to each end vertex; if q _-- 2, (4), then to both endvertices an 
additional semiedge is added. 
Next, in D s each edge e of  the cycle C2s is replaced by a copy of Pk in the following 
way: the edge e is deleted and the two endvertices of  the copy of Pk are identified with 
the endvertices of  e. The loops and the semiedges of  Pk are embedded so that they lie 
on the same side of  C2s in two adjacent copies of  Pk and they lie on the other side 
of  C2s in all other copies of  Pk, each embedded loop bounds a face, each semiedge 
incident with an endvertex is nearest to the adjacent loop of C2s (see Fig 12); and 
each dessin d'enfant hus obtained is denoted by Dq, p, where p = (k - 1 )(q/2 + 1 ) ÷ 1, 
if q = 0, (4), and p = (k - 1 )(q/2 ÷ 1 ) + 2, if q _~ 2, (4). 
For k>~3, s>~3, q~>4, q even, the constructed essins d'enfant D are asymmetric in 
the sense that there is no nontrivial orientation-preserving homeomorphism of D onto 
itself. But there is an orientation reversing homeomorphism of D onto itself, a special 
reflection of  D. 
The dessin d'enfant D is a reflexible map with vertex degrees 1 and q and face 
sizes 1 and p, where p=(k -  1)(q/2 + 1)+ ~ with e= 1, if q_~0, (4), and e=2,  if 
q -Z ,  (4). 
For 1 <~i<~q/2 the dessins d'enfant Dq,(k_l)(q/2+l)+~+i are inductively defined as fol- 
lows: if Dq,~k_l)~q/2+l)+~+j,O<~j<~q/2- 1 is already known then D s q,(k- 1 )(q/2+ 1 )+~+j+ 1
is obtained from it by the following operations: either in each face a loop is replaced 
by two semiedges, i.e., the loop is split into two semiedges, or in each face a vertex 
is added to a semiedge so that it becomes an edge. These operations are accomplished 
s so that Dq,(k_l)(q/2+l)+e+j+l is again a reflexible map (for q = 4 see Fig. 11 and for 
q = 6 see Fig. 12). 
6.2. Construction of dessins d'enfant of odd vertex degrees 
The construction generalizes the case q = 3 to all odd q/> 5. It starts with the sexan- 
gulation H s of  the torus (see Figs. 13 and 14). 
Let k ~> 1 be an integer and let P2k = (Y1 . . . . .  Y2k) be a path with 2k vertices. V 3 
is obtained from p2k by adding a semiedge to each inner vertex and embedding the 
resulting graph so that the semiedges of  Y2 .... , Yk are on one side of  P2k, say $1, and 
the semiedges of  Yk+t .... , Y2k-1 are on the other side of p2k, say $2. 
In q >~5 is an odd integer, V q is obtained from V 3 by adding (q -  3)/2 loops to 
each vertex of  V 3 so that the loops of  Y1 . . . . .  Yk are embedded on the side $2 and the 
loops of  Y~+1 . . . . .  Y2k are embedded on the other side S1 (see Fig. 16). 
vq'4j--2 and vq'4j--1 In H s replace (X4j_2,X~j_2) and (X4j_I ,X~j_ 1 ) by disjoint copies , k • k 
of  Vff, respectively, l~<j ~<2s: the edges (X4j_z,X~j_2) and (X4j_I,X~j_ l ) are deleted 
and the copy of V q'4j-2 and V q'4j-x are introduced as follows: 
• for l<~j<~s the vertex YI of  V~ "4j-2 and V q'4j-I is identified with X~j_ 2 and X4j-1, 
and Yk is identified with X4j-2 and X~j_I, respectively; 
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• for s + 1 <~j<~2s the vertex YI of  V q'4j-2 and V q'4/-I is identified with X4/-2 and 
X~j_I and Yk is identified with X~j_ 2 and X4j_~, respectively. 
Finally, q - 3 semiedges are added to both X4/ 3 and X~j 3 (to both X4j and X~/) 
so that (q - 3)/2 semiedges are on each side of the edge (X4j 3, X~i_3) (of the edge 
(X4j, X~i), respectively), 1~j<<,2s (see O~,9, O~,13, and O~,17 of Fig. 16). 
The obtained dessin d'enfant Dq',(k+Z)(q+3)/2 3 is a reflexible map with vertex de- 
grees 1 and q and faces sizes 1 and p, where p=(k  + 2)(q + 3) /2 -  3. It has a re- 
flection p which can be described as follows: p maps (X4.,.+1, X~.~+I ) onto (Xj,.,X4.,) so 
that p(X4s+l )~-XJs and p(X~s+, )=X4s , where the face bounded by X4s+I,Xj,,+_I,X4~+2, 
X~+3 . . . . .  X4,+3,X4s+z,X4.,.+l is mapped onto the face bounded by X~:X4.,,X4.,-t . . . . .  
It has precisely one non-trivial orientation-preserving automorphism 7 which can be 
described as follows: ~ maps (X4.,.+I,XJ~+I) onto (X~:Xs~) so that ~(X4.,.+l )=Xs., and 
~(X~+~)=X~,  where the face bounded by X4.,.+I,X~.,.+~,Xj.,+2,Xj~+3 .. . . .  X4.~÷3,X4.,.~2, 
X4~+1 is mapped onto the face bounded by Xss,X~:X~_I,X~.~_ 2 . . . . .  Xs~ 2,X,s.,._l,Xs.,.. 
For l<.i<~(q + 1)/2 the dessins d'enfant Dq.(~.+21(q+3)/2_3+ i are inductively 
S defined as follows: if Dq,(k+2)(q+3)/2__3+i, O<~j<~(q- 1),/2 is already known then 
Dq,(k+2)(q+3)/2_3+j+l is obtained from it by the following operations: either in each 
face a loop is replaced by two semiedges, i.e., the loop is split into two semiedges, or 
in each face a vertex is added to a semiedge so that it becomes an edge (k ~> 1 for q >~ 5 
and k ~>2 for q = 3). These operations are accomplished so that Dq,(k+2)(q~3).2 3~ :+ t is 
again a reflexible map (for q = 3 see Fig. 15 and for q = 5 see Fig. 16). 
7. Concluding remarks 
With the methods presented here, infinite sequences of regular maps on type {p, q} 
can be obtained also for the remaining pairs of integers p, q. This will be done in a 
forthcoming paper. Note that for some small pairs p, q infinite sequences of regular 
maps on type {p, q} do not exist. For instance, the tetrahedron is the only regular map 
of type {3, 3}. 
The regular maps on Theorem 4 have a group labelling. It is an open problem 
whether these group labellings are also Sachs labellings. 
In a forthcoming paper the concept of a dessin d'enfant will be generalized. These 
generalized dessins d'enfant will also include edges of size greater than two. They 
will be used in constructing 2-rotary triangulations of given vertex degrees. From this 
we derive a method for the construction of regular hypermaps on given vertex degree, 
edge size and face size. 
An open question is the construction of non-regular 2-rotary maps of given vertex 
degrees with face size different from three. 
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